On Dec 14, 2017, at 8:22 PM, Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:
From: Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com>
Subject: Stop confusing the attack on our lawful system as politics. These people are committing criminal abusive acts!
Date: December 14, 2017 at 8:20:05 PM PST

OK folks...by now have we not seen enough to satisfy the most skeptical PERSON even from Missouri?

We are engaged in a war thrust upon us, in secret, with the intent to disrupt and over-throw our lawful system of government. This is not politics...this is treason and sedition.

Under these circumstances, I am confident that by now "the Minute Men," operating as the Constitutionally mandated militia would certainly be falling in and assembling, across America. As Mr. Trump stated emphatically...the people rule! Remember, by Constitutional mandate, all able-bodied, between 18 and 45 are automatically commissioned as as members of the irregular militia.

Remember Mr. Trump clearly has established who and
what we the people are...

The people are sovereign

The Trump Doctrine 2017
He also recognized Jerusalem...

Trump recognizes Jerusalem
And the world has accepted his authority as the leader of the free world and widely accepted his authority to establish legitimacy. So his recognition of the American people must also be recognized by the global population with the same legitimacy.

Honor and Recognition...Is there more?

By making a personal public announcement (issued Public Notice on a global scale) on the world stage. There can be no mistake. No one can lawfully dispute the authority of the American people. That is us...the Americans...that does not refer to US citizens.

Remember the people need no permission. We must stand up and confront those who are pretending to be
our current legitimate public officers acting in the best interest of the people by whom they were elected and paid to provide protective services among things.

Do you feel protected?
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Extract: Does anyone need this spelled out more clearly?

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.– That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed, –That whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government,

Back to the key issue we face—
This is a war to force people into accepting the will of invaders, criminal impersonators, impostors, spies, enemy combatants, propagandists, enemy agents and other subversive elements comprised of our own neighbors, local governments, county governments and yes...THE FRANCHISED CALIFORNIA FAKE GOVERNMENT led my a criminal impostor calling himself governor. Even that is a misrepresentation. He is a franchise manager...nothing more.

**Jerry Brown Commits treason—**

all of the impostors are acting against the people with no lawful or even legal authority to do so. They are using deception and fraud against the people. Against the lawful and legitimate form of operating a lawful and legitimate government.

Now it is time to end this charade which has been an ongoing fraud from the beginning of our country. Because of the foreign enemies secretly embedded as domestic enemies and masquerading as true---loyal Americans...they are now presented in front of us as members of the BAR. The BAR, a foreign controlled union, believed to be affiliated with communistic organizations, has been secretly controlling the FAKE
courts...the FAKE judges...and the FAKE attorneys.

Members of the British Accreditation Registry...(BAR)

Dear Members of the BAR...Your services are no longer needed. pack up and get out! America is for Americans!

reference as related:

Allstate and the All Caps Wells Fargo Uppercase Edison – Edison – Edison – New tool added to arsenal...
Sloan ‘We will never again lose sight of what is most important – you, our customer’
Wells Fargo Uppercase
Allstate and the All Caps
It appears to be related to something in the 14th Amendment, which is still in operation but is also a fraudulently misrepresented law that is not a legitimate law...

In conclusion, Mr. Trumps mandate to drain the swamp includes all Americans to act on their own sovereign authority lies with in our hands. We are the only lawful authority. Our employees have been out of the real world and act as they are in charge.

The People Recognize and Approve the Trump Mandate
Americans being more than fair people, will extend an opportunity to sort out those who are honorable and those who have chosen a path of dishonor. To begin that process...and it must begin immediately...review the following information:

**The people launch criminal investigation – searching for a lawful government**

Proposed for review...consideration...and immediate action by all American sovereigns who wish to take the path of honor...where ever it leads...

**GOT HONOR?**
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